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Abstract 

     In this paper, we investigate two new spaces an Lindelof closed space and a 
fuzzy Lindelof closed space, the main purpose of this work is to study the relation 
between fuzzy Lindelof closed and other spaces such as fuzzy Lindelof, fuzzy 
lightly compact, fuzzy semi regular, IIC , fuzzy paracompact, fuzzy separable, and 
others. Also In this paper we show that a fuzzy topological space X  is fuzzy 
Lindelof closed space if for every net },{ DnK n ∈ of fuzzy closed sets in X  such 
that 0)(suplim =− nD KF , there exists Dn ∈0 for which 0=nK , for every 

0, nnDn ≥∈ . Also we show that X  is fuzzy Lindelof closed space if for every
I∈α , for every net },{ DnK n ∈ of fuzzy closed sets in X such that 

α−=− 1)(suplim nD KF  and for every ],0( αε ∈ , there exists an element Dn ∈0
for which εα +−≤ 1nK , for every 0, nnDn ≥∈ .  

     Keywords: Fuzzy topological space, fuzzy compactness, fuzzy para 
compactness, separable space, fuzzy Lindelof space, fuzzy lightly compact. 
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1 Introduction 
 

The Theory of Fuzzy sets is introduced by Zadeh [17], and the fuzzy topology is 
defined by Chang [5]. Many mathematicians have tried to extend to fuzzy set 
theory the main notations of general topology see ([6]-[8], [13]-[15]) and others. 
In this paper we define an Lindelof closed  space and a fuzzy Lindelof closed 
space, the main purpose of this work is to study the relation between fuzzy 
lindelof closed and other spaces such as fuzzy Lindelof, fuzzy lightly compact, 
fuzzy semi regular, IIC , fuzzy paracompact, fuzzy separable,and others. If µ  is a 
fuzzy set in a fuzzy topological space ),( TX  then the closure and the interior of 

µ  will be as usual defined by }1,:{ T∈−≥∧= λµλλµ  and 
o

µ
},:{ T∈≤∨= λµλλ  respectively. A fuzzy set µ  is called fuzzy regular open, if 

o)(µµ =  [3]. Let ),( TX be a fuzzy topological space, the fuzzy regular open sets 

in T form a base for a unique fuzzy topology 0T  called the fuzzy semi-regular 

topology on X associated with T . A fuzzy topology T is fuzzy semi-regular, if 
and only if T 0T=  [2]. In this paper we show that ),( 0TX is fuzzy Lindelof closed 

if ),( TX  is fuzzy Lindelof . In another direction. Let D be non-empty set. Let ≥  
be a semi-order onD . The pair ),( ≥D is called a directed set, directed by ≥ , if and 
only if for every pair Dnm ∈, , there exists a Dp∈  such that mp ≥  and np ≥ . 
Let X be an ordinary set. Let χ  be the collection of all the fuzzy points in X . 
The function χ→DS : . In other words, a fuzzy net is a pair ),( ≥S such that S is 
a function χ→D: and ≥  directs the domain ofS . For Dn∈ , )(nS is often 

denoted by nS and hence a net Soften denoted by },{ DnSn ∈ . In this paper we 

show that a fuzzy topological space X  is fuzzy Lindelof closed space if for every 
net },{ DnK n ∈ of fuzzy closed sets in X  such that 0)(suplim =− nD KF , there 

exists Dn ∈0 for which  0=nK , for every 0, nnDn ≥∈ .  Also we show that X  

is fuzzy Lindelof closed space if for every I∈α , for every net },{ DnK n ∈  of 

fuzzy closed sets in X  such that α−=− 1)(suplim nD KF  and for every 

],0( αε ∈ , there exists an element Dn ∈0 for which εα +−≤ 1nK , for every 

0, nnDn ≥∈ . 
 

2 Definitions and Notations  
 
The following definitions have been used to obtain the results and properties 
developed in this paper. 
 
Definition 2.1: [4] A fuzzy topological space ),( δX is said to be fuzzy lightly 

compact if for all δµ ⊆Ω∈ii }{  with 1}sup{ =iµ , there exists an Nn ∈0  such that 

1}sup{ 0
1 ==

n

iiµ .  
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Definition 2.2: [11] Let λ  be a fuzzy set in a fuzzy topological space ),( δX . λ is 
said to be fuzzy compact in the Lowen’s sense if for all family of fuzzy open sets 
cover }|{ Lll ∈λ such that }|{ Lll ∈∨≤ λλ and for all 0>ε there exist a finite 

subfamily }|{ *Lll ∈λ such that }|{ *Lll ∈∨≤− λελ .  
 
Definition 2.3: [10] A fuzzy topological space  ),( δX  is called fuzzy compact if 
and only if for every family Ψ of fuzzy open sets of X  and for every I∈α such 
that α≥Ψ∈∨ }:{ UU  and for every ],0( αε ∈ there exists a finite subfamily *Ψ
of Ψ such that εα −≥Ψ∈∨ }:{ *UU .  
 
Definition 2.4: [1] Let λ  be a fuzzy set in a fuzzy topological space ),( δX . λ is 
said to be fuzzy paracompact if for every open cover in the sense of Lowen H of 
λ and for every ],0( αε ∈ , there exists an open refinement D ofH  which is both 
locally finite in λ  and cover of ελ −  in the sense of Lowen.  
 
Definition 2.5: [12] Let ),( τX be a topological space and )(τw be the set of all 
semi continuous function from ),( τX to the unit interval ]1,0[=I  equipped with 
the usual topology, then( , ( ))X w τ  is called induced fuzzy topological space by

),( τX .  
 
Definition 2.6: [1] A fuzzy topological space ),( δX is said to be fuzzy Lindelof, if 

for each family δ⊂H and for each I∈α such that α≥∨
∈

h
Hh

, there exists for 

each ],0( αε ∈  a countable subset *H of H  such that εα −≥∨
∈

h
Hh *

.  

Definition 2.7: [16] A fuzzy topological space ),( δX is said to be separable iff 

there exist a countable sequence of fuzzy points ,...}2,1,{ =ipi such that for every 

member 0≠λ of δ there exist a ip such that λ∈ip .  

 
Definition 2.8: [16] A fuzzy topological space ),( TX is said to be IIC , if there 
exists a countable base for T .  
 
Theorem 2.9: [11] Let }:{ NnAn ∈ be a net of fuzzy closed sets in Y such that 

21 nn AA ≤  if and only if 12 nn ≤ . Then ∧=− )sup(lim nN AF }:{ NnAn ∈ .  

 

3 Fuzzy Lindelof Closed Spaces and Notations 
 
In this section we define the concept of fuzzy Lindelof closed space and we 
discuss the relation between fuzzy Lindelof closed and the other fuzzy spaces. 
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Definition 3.1: A topological space ),( TX is said to be Lindelof closed space if 

and only if for each open cover }:{ LlAl ∈  of X , i.e Υ
Ll

lAX
∈

= , there exists a 

countable subfamily }:{ *LlAl ∈  of }:{ LlAl ∈  whose closures cover X . 

 
Definition 3.2: A fuzzy topological space ),( TX is said to be fuzzy Lindelof closed 
space if and only if for every family Ψ of fuzzy open sets of X  and for every 

I∈α such that α≥Ψ∈∨ }:{ UU  and for every ],0( αε ∈ there exists a 

countable subfamily *Ψ of  Ψ  whose closures such that }:{ *Ψ∈∨ UU  εα −≥ . 
In this connection one can prove the following results easily.                                                                                                   
 
Proposition 3.3: A space ),( 0TX is fuzzy Lindelof closed, if ),( TX is fuzzy 

Lindelof closed. 
  
Proposition 3.4: A fuzzy semi-regular space ),( TX  is fuzzy Lindelof closed ⇔

),( 0TX is fuzzy Lindelof closed. 

 
Proposition 3.5: A space ),( TX is fuzzy Lindelof closed, if ),( TX is fuzzy 
compact. 
 
Proposition 3.6: A space ),( TX is fuzzy Lindelof closed, if ),( TX is fuzzy 
Lindelof. 
 
The converse of Proposition (3.6) is not necessarily true as the following example 
shows. 
 
Example 3.7: Let RX = be the set of all real numbers, and }0{−⊆ RC . Define 
 

]1,0[:1 →Rλ  as 0)(1 =xλ  for all Xx∈ ,  
 

]1,0[:2 →Rλ  as 




≠
=

=
00

01
)(2 xif

xif
xλ

 
 

]1,0[: →RCλ  as 




∉
∈

=
}0{0

}0{1
)(

Υ
Υ

Cxif

Cxif
xCλ  

 
Let }}0{|,,{ 21 −⊆= RCCλλλδ . Then ),( δX is fuzzy topological space. For 

each δλ ∈≠0 , we have 1=λ  , then for any family Ψ of fuzzy open sets of X  

such that 1}:{ ≥Ψ∈∨ UU , there exists 10 ** =⇒Ψ∈≠ UU . Then ),( δX  is 
fuzzy Lindelof closed. However, ),( δX is not fuzzy Lindelof space. Let 

}}0{|{ }{ −∈=Ψ Rrrλ be a family of fuzzy open sets ofX . Given 0>ε  , and let 
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ε=r . Then at ελε ε −>=⇒= 11)(}{ xx . So 1}{
}0{

=∨
−∈

r
Rr

λ  ε−>1 . Then Ψ  is 

fuzzy open cover ofX . But if L is a countable subset of }0{−R , then we can find 

XRx ⊂−∈′ }0{ and Lx ∉′ . It follows that at xx ′= we have 0)(}{ =xrλ  for all 

Lr ∈ , and certainly 1}{ <∨
∈

r
Lr

λ . Then Ψ  is cover of X  by members of δ has not 

countable sub-cover of X .  
 
Theorem 3.8: Every fuzzy lightly compact space ),( δX is fuzzy Lindelof closed. 
 
Proof: Let δλ ⊆∈Lll }{  be a fuzzy open cover ofX , 1}:sup{}{ =∈=∨ ∈ LllLll λλ  

then there exists LJ ⊆ such that Llllj ∈∈ }{λλ  with 1}sup{ =ljλ for Jj ∈ . But 

),( δX  is fuzzy lightly compact and δλ ⊆∈Jjlj }{  with 1}sup{ =ljλ . Therefore 

Jjlj ∈}{λ  has a finite subfamily },...,2,1:{ nkk
lj =λ  whose closures such that 

1}sup{ 1 ==
n
k

k
ljλ , but each finite family is a countable, then for each family 

δλ ⊆∈Lll }{  with 1}{ =∨ ∈Lllλ , there exists a countable subfamily of Lll ∈}{λ
whose closures cover of X . Then ),( δX is fuzzy Lindelof closed.  
 
Note the above example a fuzzy topological space ),( δX  is fuzzy lightly compact 
space and fuzzy lindelof closed. But it is not fuzzy lindelof. 
 
Theorem 3.9: If ))(,( δwX  is fuzzy Lindelof closed, then ),( δX  is Linelof closed. 
 
Proof: Let }:{ JjAj ∈ be an open cover of ),( δX , i.e XA

Jj
j =

∈
Υ . Then  

1};sup{ =∈=∨
∈

Jj
jAjA

Jj

χχ  and };{ Jj
jA ∈χ is an open Lowen’s cover of 

))(,( δwX . By the assumption of the fuzzy lindelof closed of ))(,( δwX , choose

0>ε , then there exists a countable open Lowen’s sub-cover };{ Nk
jkA ∈χ  such 

that ∨
∈Nk

εχ −≥ 1
jkA . Since ε  is arbitrary then Υ

Nk

jkAX
∈

= .  

 
Theorem 3.10: Let f  be a −F continuous surjection map between fuzzy 
topological spaces ),( δX and ),( πY . If ),( δX is fuzzy Lindelof closed then ),( πY is 
verifies the same property. 
 
Proof: Let α  be a constant fuzzy set in Y . Let πλ ⊂= ∈JjjK }{  such that 

αλ ≥∨
∈

}{ j
Jj

, and let ],0( αε ∈ , since f  is −F continuous, then 

};)({ 1 JjfM j ∈= − λ is an −L cover of the constant fuzzy set β  in X  such that 

αβ =)(f . SinceX  is fuzzy Lindelof closed, then there exists a fuzzy open 
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countable subset *M of M such that εβγ
γ

−≥∨
∈

}{
*M

. Then };)({ ** MfK ∈= γγ

is a fuzzy open countable subfamily of K  such that εαλ
λ

−≥∨
∈

}{
*

j

Kj

. Then 

),( πY  is fuzzy Lindelof closed. 
 
Theorem 3.11: If a fuzzy topological space ),( δX  is IIC , then it is also fuzzy 
Lindelof closed space. 
 
Proof: Let δλ ⊂∈Jjj }{  such that αλ ≥∨

∈

}{ j
Jj

 for each I∈α . Since ),( δX  is IIC  

then there exists a countable subfamily ,...}2,1,{ == llψψ of δ such that 

}{
1

jk

t

k
j ψλ

=
∨= , where t  my be infinitely. Let ** ,,...,2,1,},{ ψψψ tkJjjk =∈= is 

countable because it is subfamily ofψ  . Let Xx∈ and since αλ ≥∨
∈

}{ j
Jj

, there 

exist Jm∈ such that αλ ≥)(xm  and we have }{
1

jk

t

k
m ψλ

=
∨= which implies that 

αψ ≥∨
=

}{
1

jk

t

k
 and then *ψ  is open cover. Let ]1,0(∈ε , then }{}{

11
jk

t

k
jk

t

k
ψψ

==
∨≥∨  

εα −≥ . Finally ),( δX  is fuzzy Lindelof closed. 
 
Theorem 3.12: Let ),( δX be a fuzzy paracompact separable topological space, 
then ),( δX is fuzzy Lindelof closed. 
 
Proof: Let δλ ⊂= ∈JjjH }{  be a family such that αλ ≥∨

∈

}{ j
Jj

 for each I∈α . Let 

*H  be a −δ open refinement of H which is locally finite and εα −≥∨
∈

h
Hh *

, 

],0( αε ∈ . X  has countable sequence of fuzzy points ,...}2,1,{ =ipi  such that for 

every 0h ≠  there exists a hpi ∈ .  Then the family };{ *Hhh ∈ is at most 

countable, otherwise since each h  contains at least oneip . This implies that there 

would be some np  contained in uncountable many Hh ∈ which would 

contradiction locally finite. Choose for each *Hhi ∈ an element Hi ∈λ such that 

iiih λλ ≤< . Then there exists an open countable H ′subset of H such that 

εαλ
λ

−≥∨
′∈

}{
H

. Therefore ),( δX  is fuzzy Lindelof closed.  

 
Theorem 3.13: Let ),( δX be a IIC  fuzzy topological space is, then the 
continuous image of fuzzy paracompact is fuzzy Lindelof closed. 
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Proof: Let be ),(),(: πδ YXf → −F continuous and let β  be a fuzzy 

paracompact subset of X . For every subspace ),( WW δ of IIC  fuzzy topological 

space ),( δX  is IIC , since by assumption δ has a countable base 

,...,2,1},{ == iLL i then ,..,2,1,}{ =⊂∧ iLW Wi δ be a countable base for Wδ  such 

that ),( WW δ  subspace of ),( δX , then ),( WW δ  is IIC and by (Theorem 3.4, [16]) 

we have ),( WW δ  is separable. Soβ  is separable. Then by Theorem (3.12)β  is 

Lindelof closed fuzzy, and finally )(βf is Lindelof closed fuzzy by Theorem 
(3.10). 
 
Theorem 3.14: A fuzzy topological space X  is fuzzy Lindelof closed space if for 
every net },{ DnK n ∈ of fuzzy closed sets in X such that 0)(suplim =− nD KF , 

there exists Dn ∈0 for which 0=nK , for every ,Dn∈ 0nn ≥ . 

 
Proof: Suppose that the fuzzy topological satisfies the condition of the theorem. 
We prove that X is fuzzy Lindelof closed. Let π  be an open cover of fuzzy sets 
of X . Let D be the set of all finite subsets of π  directed by inclusion and let

},{ DnK n ∈ be a net of fuzzy closed sets inX such that },{ nAAK c
n ∈∨= . 

Obviously 
21 nn KK ⊆
 

if 12 nn ≤ . Hence by Theorem (2.9) it follows that 

=− )(suplim nD KF },{ DnK n ∈∧ . Also, we have: 

 
},{ DnK n ∈∧ = cc

n DnK }):{( ∈∨ = cAA }):{( π∈∨ 0=  

 
Thus 0)(suplim =− nD KF . By assumption there exists an element Dn ∈0  for  

which 0=nK  for every Dn∈ , 0nn ≥ . By the above we have == c
nK1

},{ 0nAA ∈∨ . But },{},{ 00 nAAnAA ∈∨≤∈∨ , and any finite family is a 

countable family. Therefore the fuzzy topological spaceX is fuzzy Lindelof 
closed. 
 
Theorem 3.15: A fuzzy topological space X  is fuzzy Lindelof closed space if for 
every I∈α , for every net },{ DnK n ∈ of fuzzy closed sets in X such that 

α−=− 1)(suplim nD KF  and for every ],0( αε ∈ , there exists an element 

Dn ∈0 for which εα +−≤ 1nK , for every 0, nnDn ≥∈ . 

 
Proof: Suppose that the fuzzy topological satisfies the condition of the theorem. 
We prove that X is fuzzy Lindelof closed. Let I∈α ,ℜ  be a family inδ such that 

α≥ℜ∈∨ }:{ UU  and ],0( αε ∈ . Let D be the set of all finite subset of ℜ  

directed by inclusion and let },{ DnK n ∈ be a net of fuzzy closed sets inX such 

that },{ nAAK c
n ∈∨= . Obviously 

21 nn KK ≤ if 12 nn ⊆ . Hence by (Theorem 2.3, 

[9]) it follows that =− )(suplim nD KF },{ DnK n ∈∧ . Also, we have:  
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},{ DnK n ∈∧ = cc
n DnK }):{( ∈∨ = cAA }):{( ℜ∈∨  

 
For the familyℜ  we have α≥ℜ∈∨ }:{ AA . Thus },{ DnK n ∈∧  

α−≤ℜ∈∨= 1}):{( cAA . And therefore α−≤− 1)(suplim nD KF . By 

assumption there exists an element Dn ∈0  for which εα +−≤ 1nK , for every 

0, nnDn ≥∈ . By the above we have: c
nK
0

}:{ 0nAA ∈∨=
 

εα −≥ , and therefore 

the family }:{ 0nAA ∈ is a countable finite  subfamily of ℜ  such that: 

 

εα −≥∈∨≥∈∨ }:{}:{ 00 nAAnAA  

 
Then the fuzzy topological space X is fuzzy Lindelof closed. 
 

4     Concluding Remarks  
  
In this paper, we have presented an Lindelof closed and a fuzzy Lindelof closed. 
In other words, these two spaces guide us to investigate new spaces. A topological 
space X  is said to be a semi Lindelof closed if and only if for each semi open 
cover }:{ LlAl ∈ of , there exists a countable subfamily }:{ *LlAl ∈ of 

}:{ LlAl ∈ whose closures cover . Also, is said to be a fuzzy semi Lindelof 

closed if and only if for every family of fuzzy semi open sets ofX and for every
I∈α   such that α≥Ψ∈∨ }:{ UU and for every ]1,0(∈ε , there exists a 

countable sub- family  *Ψ of Ψ  whose closures satisfy εα −≥Ψ∈∨ }:{ *UU . 
Then by present research in the current work, the following are interesting 
questions for future paper considered:  

 
1- What is the possible relationships which considered between fuzzy semi 

Lindelof closed and each of the following fuzzy spaces: fuzzy Lindelof, 
fuzzy lightly compact, fuzzy semi regular, IIC , fuzzy paracompact, fuzzy 
separable, and others? 

 
2-  What is the possible new types of spaces can be obtained that coincided 

with the Lindelof closed space? 
 
3-  What is the possible new types of fuzzy spaces can be obtained that 

coincided with the fuzzy Lindelof closed space? 
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